are also used to present a comprehensive approach to wrinkling prediction analysis.
Introduction
Wrinkling is becoming one of the most troublesome modes of failure in sheet metals during stamping and other forming operations mainly because of the trend towards thinner, high-strength sheet metals [HUT 74, 85] , [NEA 89, 90] , [AMZ 91 ].
The methods used in the past to predict wrinkling failures in sheet metals have been mostly empirical and have, unfortunately, proved to be inadequate for predicting observed trends.
In a numerical simulation, wrinkles can be detected by a visual inspection of the deformed mesh, provided that the finite element discretisation is fine enough to allow a proper capture of the wrinkles. This, in general, makes it cumbersome to proceed with the analysis. Rather, it is desirable to proceed with a selective refinement to keep the computational cost low (acceptable). In this context, [ In this work, the analysis of Hutchinson and Neale [HUT 85 ], which consists of formulating the problem within the context of plastic bifurcation theory for thin shell elements and its extension by Neale [NEA 89 ] to account for more general constitutive models, is used. Under a number of assumptions, limitations and simplifications a simple wrinkling criterion with some restrictive applicability, is obtained. Nonetheless, the results are used to locally define a wrinkling risk factor or simply a (contact free) wrinkling indicator, which, in turn, is used to detect the zones (elements) to be refined in a subsequent adaptive mesh refinement process. To complete the analysis, the wavelength number is used to determine the appropriate new mesh size.
Hutchinson analysis is, unfortunately, limited to regions of the sheet that are free of any contact. When contact is taken into account the problem is further complicated. Furthermore, given that numerical simulations of complex sheet metal forming involve large scale models, it is obvious that global wrinkling indicators found in the literature -mostly based on eigen value analysis of the global tangent stiffness matrix -should not be used because of their high computational cost. This is to avoid over-loading the already time consuming deep drawing simulations. Consequently, an indicator based on the local change of curvatures will be considered.
Finally, we note that in wrinkling prediction analyses, the local curvature, amongst other parameters such as the thickness, plays a major role and should, therefore, be properly approximated from the finite element meshes at all stages of the computation. In this context, the incorporation of discretisation errors indicators and adaptive mesh refinement in sheet metal forming processes is doubly important in keeping the computation cost low and allowing a proper wrinkling prediction analysis.
The general and comprehensive algorithm for mesh adaptation in sheet metal forming processes comprises the following steps [SEL 00, 02]
1. Generate an initial grid to represent the computational domain and to allow an adequate initial solution 2. Advance the solution for a number of steps 3. Use the error indicator and/or wrinkling indicators to determine whether mesh refinement is necessary. If yes, compute a new mesh distribution and continue -otherwise go to step 2 4. Proceed with the mesh refinement and obtain the field values of the solution on the new grid by direct interpolation from the previous grid 5. If the desired load interval has elapsed stop -otherwise go to step 2
In the following key sections, some details are given on how the discretisation errors indicator and the wrinkling prediction indicators are determined and how these are used to compute a new mesh size in an adaptive mesh refinement process.
Discretisation errors estimation
In contrast to the energy type of error estimators, that have been recently developed for the simulation of 2D and 3D bulk forming processes, the error estimation presented by Bonet [BON 94 ] is entirely geometrical and is based on the accuracy with which the finite element mesh can describe the continuous exact shape. In addition to Bonet's geometric error estimation, a thickness error which measures the jump between the finite element solution and a solution obtained by some recovery technique to substitute for the exact solution, is also taken into account, as the thickness distribution is of primary important in sheet metal forming, and plays an essential role in wrinkling prediction analysis. The two parts of the discretisation errors estimation are now briefly described.
Evaluation of the thickness error and size
The thickness error is evaluated using the following formula
where is the element area, represents the finite element thickness distribution and A t t a smooth thickness distribution to substitute for the exact thickness solution.
In this work, a simple, yet efficient, area weighted nodal averaging technique followed by a linear interpolation over each element is used.
Experience has shown that a quadratic relation between this error measure and the element size gives satisfactory results. Therefore, an element for which the size L and thickness error are known, will be assigned the following element thickness size to satisfy a user specified tolerance
Evaluation of the geometric error and size
Although the (local) tangent sets are constant over each element, as linear triangles are used, the variation of these sets from one element to its neighbours gives rise to a quadratic variation of the geometry that cannot be represented by facet elements.
To quantify the variation of the tangent sets of axes, an area weighted nodal smoothing technique is first used to obtain a smooth nodal distribution of the tangent sets. Then, for each i-node, the smooth metric tensor ij g is determined as the dot product of the smooth tangent vectors i g and j g . As for the tangent sets, this variable varies linearly over each element.
Given a metric tensor corresponding to the actual mesh and a smooth metric tensor corresponding to a higher order surface, the geometric error, as defined by Bonet [BON 94] , is obtained by first evaluating the deviation between the two surfaces. This is expressed simply in the surface plane, by the use of a pseudo Green Lagrange tensor E as
of which the contravariant components are given by E :
Henceforth, the local geometric error is evaluated by an integration of this field element wise as
This error norm is, assuming again a quadratic rate of convergence, is translated into a geometric mesh size as
with g η a user specified tolerance not necessarily equal to h η .
The new mesh size is determined as the minimum of and . However, a minimum size of 2 to 4 times the thickness is set to limit the minimum element size allowed.
The remeshing is started when the mean or maximum value of the relative change in element size over the whole mesh is larger that some specified tolerances. If that is not the case i.e. the actual mesh needs no refinement, then the solution is advanced for a preset number of steps as indicated in the algorithm for mesh adaptation in sheet metal forming processes.
Contact free wrinkling analysis
The basic theory of plastic buckling and relevant relations for the DonnellMushtari-Vlasov (DMV) shallow shell theory have been developed by Hutchinson [HUT 74 ]. The application of this theory to sheet wrinkling was first carried out by Hutchinson and Neale [HUT 85] and is used in the present work. However, it should be stresses that a number of assumptions, limitations and simplifications are embedded in Hutchinson analysis. First, we consider a sheet element, which, in the current stage of forming, has attained a doubly curved state with principal radii of curvature and thickness, all assumed to be constant over the region of the sheet being examined for susceptibility to local wrinkling. It is also assumed that the stress state prior to wrinkling to be a uniform membrane state over the local region being examined for wrinkling. Although the analysis can account for any stress state, it is for simplicity, assumed that the principal axes of this uniform membrane stress state coincide with the principal axes of curvature. Simplifications arise from the fact that the anticipated short-wavelength modes are shallow and that they can be analysed using DMV shallow shell theory. Finally, the investigation is limited to regions of the sheet that are free of any contact.
Hutchinson analysis
To determine the critical stress state for buckling that is needed in the definition of the wrinkling indicator, Hutchinson bifurcation functional [HUT 74] is used. The analysis involves substituting the fields used to describe wrinkling into the bifurcation functional and integrating over the local area of the sheet over which the wrinkles develop. Buckling is possible when the associated functional F is nil. To determine the critical stress values for which short wavelength buckling first occurs, the determinant of F with respect to the waveform parameters is minimised and the minimum is set to zero. The values of the waveform parameters so obtained describe the corresponding critical buckling pattern.
It should, however, be noted that for the pre-wrinkling geometry and stress state considered above, wrinkling will in most cases be aligned with one of the principal curvatures (stress) directions and that, in such a case, the analysis simplifies considerably.
Moreover, if we assume incompressibility and that the pre-wrinkling loading history is proportional and that deformation theory of plasticity can be used to characterise the material behaviour, a simple wrinkling criterion can be obtained. 
Wrinkling indicator
Using the wrinkling critical stress values, a wrinkling risk factor (perpendicular to the 1-direction) can be defined as
Therefore a wrinkling risk exists whenever is larger than 1. Obviously, the risk is more important with larger values of the risk factors. with being the number of elements we wish to discretise a single wave with.
m All of the above formulae have developed for wrinkling perpendicular to the 1-direction. For wrinkling perpendicular to the 2-direction, a careful indices interchange is to be operated.
General Algorithm for contact free wrinkling prediction

Input the FE model and principal stresses (strains)
Loop over all elements Depending on the signs of the principal stresses (strains), go to one of the four situations depicted in 
Wrinkling with contact
As already stated above, Hutchinson analysis is limited to contact free wrinkling. Therefore, in the contact zones a different approach had to be used. First, we considered Per Nordlund's [NOR 97] wrinkling indicator. Although, this indicator performs well in situations were strong rotations take place under strong compressive stresses, it did not, however, show the expect results when a product undergoes shallow wrinkling (Details will be given in a forthcoming publication). Therefore, a different indicator had to be used.
A new wrinkling indicator
The present indicator is based on the change of curvatures (during a single deep drawing step) under compressive stresses. This filters out all changes in curvature that are not due to compressive stresses, such as those caused for example by the geometry of the tool and the die. Such changes are, nevertheless, taken into account by the (geometric) error estimation indicator, if and when necessary.
The new wrinkling indicator in the -principal direction is therefore defined as Finally, we note that the present indicator can be viewed as a generalisation of the discretisation errors indicators in which a (relative) change, e.g. in the thickness or geometry, is measured between the finite element solution and a higher order solution obtained by some solution recovery technique. The change in the solution for the wrinkling indicator being between the solution at the beginning and the end of a given deep drawing step, considering only elements under compressive stresses in the 1 and/or 2 principal directions.
As for Hutchinson approach, the present indicator is local and is of a postprocessing type, and is therefore determined at a very low computational cost.
Adaptive strategy
Again, in the adaptive procedure we need to detect the zones (elements) to be refined and determine a new mesh size for those zones (elements). The zones detection is obtained by the use of the wrinkling indicator (16) and the new mesh size is obtained by the use of the following formula Moreover, to avoid excessive refinement, a check against a user specified minimum size is to be operated before the refinement actually takes place. 
General Algorithm for wrinkling prediction
Numerical examples
The performance of the wrinkling prediction procedure with adaptive mesh refinement described in this work is here demonstrated. A hemispherical product is considered for wrinkling prediction analysis. The punch has a radius of 146.5mm and the die shoulder a radius of 30mm. The initial sheet thickness is 1mm and the product depth 100mm. Hollomon's hardening law is used with the following set of parameters : K = 542, n = 0.228 and r = 2.2. In all numerical examples, we have used our implicit sheet metal forming code DiekA [DIE 00 ] with DST finite elements [BAT 89].
In the next subsections both wrinkling indicators along with the discretisation errors estimation are considered in situations where a high (100kN) as well as a low (0.25kN) blank holder force are used.
Hemispherical product using the error estimator and the Hutchinson approach based wrinkling indicator
In this numerical simulation a high blank holder force is used to avoid wrinkling under the blank holder as Hutchinson approach handles contact free wrinkling only. Figure 2 shows the series of refinements obtained with a step size of 2mm. The simulation is started with a relatively coarse mesh comprising 2050 elements and ended with an adapted mesh of 5350 elements. The first refinement that takes place in step 15 is due to the thickness variation at the bottom of the product, the geometric error estimation in the region of the die shoulder and the wrinkling indicator that senses a potential for wrinkling in the body of the product and, mostly in anticipation, refines the mesh. In step 33, due to the mounting pressure under the blank holder in the die shoulder zone and because of the near flatness of the sheet the risk factor goes beyond one and consequently the refinement is intensified. In the final step, this effect is increased which brings the final mesh to 5350 finite elements. It is noted that six complete waves do develop in the body of the product. It should be noted that, when a coarse mesh is used, only four waves do develop. As will be seen in a forthcoming publication devoted to the comparison of numerical and experimental results, the coarse mesh does not produce the correct results.
Step 15 -4600 Elts
Step 33 -4850 Elts
Step 49 -5350 Elts
Initial Mesh -2050 Elts 
Hemispherical product using the error estimator and the geometric wrinkling indicator
A high and a low blank holder force are used in this example to distinguish between wrinkling with contact under the blank holder and the contact free wrinkling that takes place in the body of the product. Figure 3 shows the obtained adapted meshes at deep drawing steps 17, 34 and 50. The simulation is started with an initial mesh of 2050 elements. A punch displacement of 2mm per increment is used. The first refinement shown in Figure 3 at step 17 is due, as in the previous example, to the geometric error estimation (around the die radius), to the geometric wrinkling indicator (in body of the product) and to the thickness error estimation (at the bottom of the product). At the 34 th deep drawing step, as expected, the refinement is intensified as the geometry keeps changing around the die radius, the buckles continue their development and a higher jump in the thickness distribution is encountered at the bottom of the product. In step 50 some extra refinement is performed in the die shoulder zone. As can be seen in this example, the geometric wrinkling indicator behaves very much like Hutchinson approach based wrinkling indicator.
Use of high blank holder force
Step 17 -4450 Elts
Step 34 -4900 Elts
Step 50 -5400 Elts
Initial Mesh -2050 Elts Figure 4 shows the obtained adapted meshes at deep drawing steps 32, 64 and 96. The initial mesh, again, comprises 2050 elements. However, a deep drawing step of 1mm is used this time for stability reasons.
Use of low blank holder force
The first refinement shown in Figure 4 at step 32 is, as for the previous examples, due to the geometric error estimation (around the die radius), to the geometric wrinkling indicator (in body of the product) and to the thickness variation (at the bottom of the product). In step 64, the refinement is intensified around these regions. It is noted that the drawing behaviour so far and consequently the mesh refinement is similar to the previous case whereby a high blank holder force is used. In the final mesh at step 96, as expected, the refinement covers the whole area under the blank holder to properly describe the new buckles that develop in that region of the sheet. 
Conclusions
It has been demonstrated that the use of adaptive mesh refinement in wrinkling prediction analysis is a necessary approach for reducing the computational cost and better describing the wrinkling phenomena. However, it is also found that this has to be linked with an error estimation routine to properly approximate the curvatures and the thickness as these play a major role in the wrinkling process.
Hutchinson approach based wrinkling indicator that handles contact free wrinkling has been complemented with a new wrinkling indicator based on local curvature changes.
As a benchmark test, the hemispherical product has been considered with a high and a low blank holder force to distinguish between contact free wrinkling that takes place in the body of the product and wrinkling that takes place under the blank holder.
Given that the numerical simulation of complex sheet metal forming involve large scale models that necessitate a large to a very large number of finite element to discretise the products, the use of error estimation to better describe the curvatures and thickness distribution on one hand, and the use of wrinkling indicators on the other hand is becoming more of a must than an option to be taken especially that these indicators are local and are therefore determined at a very low cost.
